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MAGNOLIA SOBS most of the flight
back. After the first hour I give up
repeating empty reassurances and focus
on piloting while she scrubs
compulsively at the bloodstains on her
legs and sleeves. That dive suit is ruined. Maybe my teammate
is, too. Her wails rise and fall in counterpoint to the quadcopter’s
droning rotors. When she finally slumps in her harness, snot
pooling inside the contours of her breathing mask, the silence is
almost worse.
Darkness falls over the sea before we reach the Vator. I
navigate with instruments alone until the cable’s shining thread
appears between the water and the sky. Electromagnetic energy
glimmers along its length, a chain of manufactured lightning that
pierces the clouds. The anchor platform glows atop the inky
waves. Relief momentarily eclipses the dread in my chest.
I dock the quad in the only empty bay: we’re the last ones
back. Again. All the others returned before sunset like they’re
supposed to, following dive protocol, revisiting the same safe
radius of sites other terranauts picked clean years ago. None of
them brought back a pack full of unique genetic specimens...or
an empty seat in their three-passenger vehicle.
Leaving the pack where it hangs, I unstrap Magnolia. She
starts screaming again. I snatch the canister from her belt to
show her the indicator’s angry orange eye.
“Our filters are almost shot. Get up, unless you want a
lungful of Spores.”
The word Spores jolts her upright, but she’s too stupefied to
climb out the hatch. I half-carry her across the deck to the de-con
pods.
“At least there’s no line,” I tell her, forcing a grim laugh. I
open the nearest stall and deposit her inside.
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“Don’t trap me again!” She thrashes out of my grip and curls
up on the deck, shaking despite the heat that still radiates from
its surface.
Anger bolts through my veins. I hold out my palms to show
her the torn gloves. “I didn’t spend hours getting you out alive to
watch you die on the anchor platform.”
Magnolia shudders, but doesn’t rise. I haul her up by the
collar and slap her across the cheek. She gasps and blinks at me,
bleary pink staining those sweet brown eyes everyone loves. My
brain wants to apologize, but grief and dehydration glue my
tongue in place. Standing shakily, Magnolia climbs into the pod.
I shut myself into the adjacent cubicle and initiate the
decontamination sequence. Chemical rain erupts from the
ceiling. Safe in the deluge, I tear off my bloody suit, armor and
all, and stuff it down the wash chute. I scrub until my nails leave
hatchmarks across my limbs, trying to remove the ache from
hauling aside ancient slabs of concrete, the tactile horror of
brains scooped up in my palm.
Searing liquid stings my eyes. It can’t be tears—I don’t cry.
Must be the anti-fungal stage of the shower. At a prompt from
the pod, I yank off my mask and gulp a few breaths. After hours
sucking air through a filter, even caustic steam tastes good. I
finger the dozens of icons I’ve drawn on the mask strap. Each
tiny leaf or insect represents a specimen I’ve Gathered, so many
that the clear plastic looks almost black.
“Look at all you’ve accomplished—you can’t quit now,” I
hiss to myself. It sounds so much more convincing when Juniper
says it. The mask goes down the chute with the rest of my gear.
One final rinse, then a deafening blast of dryer jets that leaves
me raw. The breath test tube extends toward me and I sigh into
the mouthpiece. Lights spin as the machine analyzes the contents
of my lungs.
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“Go ahead,” I tell it. Flare red, open the poison vents in the
pod’s ceiling and dissolve my world in oblivion. Maybe that
would be better,
But they blink an approving green, like Everest’s eyes when
he shook my hand at that tedious ceremony and put my picture at
the top of the corridor display.
“No respiratory contaminants detected,” says the pod.
Maybe next time. The inner door opens and I step into the
vestibule, shaking my damp hair so the strands deliver a hundred
tiny slaps across my face. Does their cumulative effect equal the
slap I gave Magnolia? Imprints of my fingers glow faintly on her
cheek as she staggers out of the next pod, trembling so hard that
she can barely walk. I take her arm as gently as I know how and
we trudge down the corridor beneath the cold wink of
surveillance cameras.
Footsteps explode ahead of us and Rowan tumbles into the
far end of the hall. His dark hair stands on end like he’s been
running fingers through it for hours.
“Good Goddard, Lily, where were you?” he demands. Just
hearing my best friend’s voice —the familiar bluff steadiness
after hours of hysterics—makes my eyes sting, and this time I
can’t blame it on the shower.
“Diving,” I tell him curtly.
“Zay said the scanners couldn’t locate your tag. You went off
the map again, didn’t you?” His gaze flicks to Magnolia and he
answers his own question. Grimacing, he takes her other arm.
Together we help her to the ready room. Swear words echo off
the ceiling when we enter, and since the space was originally a
cargo hold designed to carry mining equipment into orbit, it’s got
a lot of amplifying power.
Violet bounds over, eyes wide and ponytail askew. “Maggie,
what in the blasted galaxy happened?” She guides Magnolia to a
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bench near the weapons rack and kneels in front of her, brushing
the wet bangs back from her face. Liquid pools on the floor like
blood under freshly shattered concrete.
A metal clang makes me start as Rowan opens my locker.
“Where’d you go?” he asks in a low tone, handing me a clean
jumpsuit.
“Northwest coast.”
“That half-sunken city you were talking about during
descent?” He runs his hands through his hair in distress,
confirming my earlier hypothesis. “There’s a reason we’re not
allowed there, Lil. Any place where the sea came up is too
unstable.”
“Where else am I supposed to find new specimens?”
“A damn bug or flower isn’t worth your life.” He jerks his
chin back towards the pods. “Is Ivy still in de-con? Does she
need help, too?”
Cold nausea sweeps through me. “She’s—.”
“Where?” A high-pitched inquiry finds my ears as the lift
doors rattle open and Ivy steps out. Bumps erupt on my skin. Her
round baby face is whole and perfect, no blood soaks her clothes.
One dread ebbs and leaves me with a new one. It’s not Ivy, but
her twin.
Holly limps towards me and disdain mingles with my pity.
Typical wimpy weed, needing the lift because she’s too weak for
the stairs. Did I look that small and hesitant when I started?
Probably. All of us Colonists look alike, with our bronze skin
and dark hair. But weeds and vets are distinct sub-species: after
almost three years of running around in gravity, I’ve developed
enough muscle mass to crush any osteoporotic trainee fresh from
the Shack.
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Maybe Holly notices, because she approaches with wariness
in her step. “Lily, where’s Ivy?” She speaks my name with a note
of deference, her twin’s with a note of fear. “Where’s my sister?”
Such a strange word. Sister. People born out of incubation
vats don’t have siblings, except for those rare instances where
zygotes split in the germination dish. At least there’s still a
surviving example of Ivy’s DNA, not just the genetic templates
in the repro lab. Goddard’s sake, that sounds like something
Juniper would say! What’s wrong with me?
I force myself to look Holly in the face—Ivy’s face, both of
them staring at me as if awaiting judgment. “Ivy is dead.” I try to
make my voice soothing, like Violet murmuring to her distraught
friend behind me, but it comes out as blunt as an asteroid impact.
Holly’s lips move in silent patterns like a Hesperiida flexing its
wings in the sun.
Rowan utters a curse. “How?”
Hours of swallowed emotions burn in my throat and bubble
onto my tongue. “I told her, don’t...”
“...Don’t go in those buildings near the waterline. The tide’s
been eating at their foundations since Sporespread, they’re
probably unstable. Stick to the high ground.”
“But look at all the algae on those buildings!” Ivy protests,
pointing her finger in its oversized gloves.
“Don’t you eat enough algae dinners on the Shack?” asks
Magnolia, laughing.
“It might be a new species!”
“Unless it’s one that can speed up atmospheric stabilization
or fix nitrogen or work some other terraforming miracle, it’s not
worth the risk,” I tell her, examining a spear of pale green
poking from the cracked asphalt. The feathery seed tuft at the
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end looks almost like a grain. If it can grow through pavement,
maybe it can grow on Mars.
Ivy scowls as me. “How am I going to be a great Gatherer
like you if you don’t let me Gather anything?”
“You just started, Ivy. You’ve got plenty of time,” says
Magnolia.
“And you don’t want to be like me,” I add, cutting a sample
of the grass and stashing it in one of my backpack’s specimen
vials.
“Who doesn’t? You’ve collected more new species for GAEA
than anyone! Everest says the stuff you found will get us off Luna
at least a decade sooner than he thought,” Ivy insists. Her
cheeks turn pink under the clear plastic mask covering her nose
and mouth.“I was at your award ceremony, after you broke the
record. I never thought I’d be on your team.”
“Well, you are, so now you follow my rules,” I tell her
without looking up from the plant. “Stay out of those buildings.”
Ivy looks wounded and lopes away down the row of
dilapidated storefronts.
“It’s not her fault,” says Magnolia. She makes even a
reproach sound kind.
“I told Zay I didn’t want a trainee.”
“As if she had a choice! Of course Everest and Juniper want
the best Gatherer in GAEA to pass on her skills.”
“There’s no great skill in scraping up worms and moss.
You’ve got the harder job, shooting things off me while I’m doing
it.” I nod at the Hummingbird hanging from Magnolia’s
shoulder. Her fingers cup the flared muzzle gently but at the first
glimpse of a predator she’ll snap it to attention and loose
nauseous sonic blasts at everything that moves. “That’s what Ivy
should be doing right now, too. Two Hunters and one Gatherer
per team. That’s the rule.”
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“Yes, but you’re also supposed to be mentoring her,”
Magnolia reminds me. “She’ll trade her Hummingbird for a
specimen knife soon enough.”
“When I’m grounded,” I mutter. When my sixteenth birthday
stamps my one-way ticket back to Luna, back to dull grey
habitats and two-week nights. I turn in a slow circle, basking in
the rare spectrum around me. An Acer macrophyllum so old it
probably watched humanity go extinct reaches through broken
windows, its leaves bold green against the grimy glass and sunbleached brick. Water splashes behind me—I turn in time to see
Pandion haliaetus snatch a wriggling creature from the sound. It
struggles a moment under the weight, then flaps toward a
skeletal pyramid protruding from the skyline a few blocks away.
With a flared disc at the top, it looks a little like the Vator in
miniature. I shiver. How could anyone have imagined this
desolate future?
Something brushes my ear—instinctively I reach up to check
that my mask strap is in place, but it’s only an Anisoptera
perched on my shoulder. Its body draws a brilliant azure stripe
on my battered armor.
“Hey, you,” I murmur to it. “Want to come to Mars?”
A quartet of gossamer wings flick, and the dragonfly darts
off into the fog.
“Lily, look! A...a...” Ivy struggles to recall the Linnean name
recently stuffed into her brain from zoology and botany modules.
“Whatever, it’ll be my first GAEA specimen!”
“If you can catch it.” I suppress a laugh as she dances in
circles, leaping ineffectually for the insect.
“I will! I’ll be as good a Gatherer as you, just watch.” The
dragonfly circles Ivy’s head and zips off into a derelict building.
She dashes after it.
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“Ivy, I said no, dammit!” She’s already clambered over the
pile of rubble blocking the entrance. Through the empty windows
I glimpse her climbing rickety stairs on all fours, a skinny greenclad sprout clinging to the cracks like a real weed.
“I’ll get her,” says Magnolia, worry creasing her normally
serene face. She ducks inside.
“Both of you get out here, or I’ll have Zay ground both of
your butts when we get back to the Vator,” I yell into the gap. A
long creak replies. Then a roaring cascade of bricks and beams
swallows a scream. I stumble backward, blind with dust. Three
years evading predators and Spores, and this is how I’m going to
go....
“...Go in anyway, and the building collapsed.”
Holly looks like I slapped her instead of Magnolia. “You
killed Ivy.”
“Were you listening just now? She disobeyed orders.”
“Just like you,” she whispers. “I heard the vets talking about
you—how you go outside the recovery zone even though it’s not
allowed. Why take your team to such dangerous places?”
“Have you looked out a window, weed?” I snap. “This entire
planet is dangerous.”
“If breathing doesn’t get you, a sinkhole or a coywolf or a
falling billboard will,” says Rowan, nodding. “That’s Earth.”
“That’s GAEA,” I add. “If you don’t like it, take it up with
Everest. I’m sure the Colony’s leader can’t wait to hear advice
from a thirteen-year-old trainee.”
“Everest says humans are the most important species to
preserve,” Holly retorts. “There’s only a few hundred of us left.
He wouldn’t want you dragging people into death traps, no
matter how many specimens you find!”
“I wonder why he gave me that award, then,” I say dryly.
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“That stupid award made Ivy worship you. She just wanted
to be like you,” Holly sobs. Her small hands contract into fists.
“Is that why you let her die, so she wouldn’t replace you on the
leaderboard? Is that how you’ve stayed on top, Lily, by getting
rid of everyone else?”
“That’s enough,” says Rowan in a hard voice. “Ivy was
unlucky, that’s all.”
“No, she was stupid. Bad enough she got herself killed, but
she almost took the rest of us with her.” Terror and rage, frozen
deep in my core while I rescued my teammate and got us to
safety, melt through me now in a torrent. “Magnolia was almost
crushed going after her. And I had to spend hours fighting off
scavengers to dig her out. We could all be dead in the rubble
right now.”
“But you’re not, and my sister is!” Holly screams.
I turn away towards the locker, looking for my boots—I’m
cold enough inside without the floor’s chill seeping through my
feet—and the punch blindsides me. Pain flares in my skull as the
back of my head cracks against the locker. My lower lip smashes
into my teeth. Sour copper liquid floods my mouth. A cacophony
of voices erupts in the ready room, but I can’t make them out
through the hammering in my ears. Rowan’s hands, warm and
secure, pull me away. I shake the supernovas from my vision and
Azalea is there, restraining Holly as the kid flails herself into
sobs:
“Let me go, Zay! She…killed…my sister....”
The dive coordinator looks at me, her face unreadable. “This
is why I tell you not to go off the map, Lily.”
“It wasn’t her fault.” Magnolia lifts her head from Violet’s
shoulder and speaks at last. Her voice cracks from crying, but the
words come out surprisingly strong. “She told us not to go into
that building. Ivy didn’t listen.”
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Azalea sighs. “I’ll write up an incident report later. Right
now, we need a little order. Rowan, Violet, back to the dorms.”
Both protest with profanity, but she shakes her head and points to
the lift. “The rest of you, clinic. Maybe once everyone takes a
tranq, we can figure out what really happened.”
She scoops up Holly, who has disintegrated into a ball on the
floor, and carries her into the adjacent chamber. Magnolia pads
shakily after them. A med-bed and clean metal counters glint
behind the doorframe, promising sterility and chemical calm. I
don’t deserve that. When Azalea disappears from view, I bolt for
the stairwell. Worn metal steps spiral up the Vator’s central core
like a DNA helix, an architectural reminder of our purpose.
“Cut me out of this sequence,” I whisper to the shaft, and
duck into the niche behind the stairwell. Thankfully there are no
couples in here at this hour, exchanging experimental kisses in
one of the security system’s few blind spots. I prefer to occupy it
alone—it’s the only place I can escape the awed gaping from the
weeds and the jealous glares from the vets. The old space
elevator’s machinery hums through the walls, steadying my
heartbeat to match. Blood trickles behind my teeth the way Ivy’s
blood leaked onto the cinderblocks. Her blood, my throat. I gag,
force my stomach back down where it belongs, and spit a wad of
sticky red saliva onto the floor. It splatters a pair of scuffed boots
standing in front of the alcove.
“I don’t think that’s regulation polish,” says Rowan with a
feeble smile.
“Sorry.” I swipe my sleeve across my mouth, leaving a ruby
smear. “You’re supposed to be in the dorm.”
“And you’re supposed to be in the clinic. Your lip looks
pretty bad.”
“I got attacked by a weed, not a coywolf. I’ll be fine.”
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“Lemme see.” He holds up a wad of stolen clinic gauze and
dabs away some of the murder taste. “You don’t have to keep
doing it, you know.”
“What?”
“Pushing yourself. Your team. The rules. You could drive
half as hard as you do and still be light-years ahead of the rest of
us.” I start to argue, but he presses the bandage over my mouth,
staunching blood and words alike. “You’ve already proven
you’re incredible.”
“If I were, I would’ve been able to get my whole team out
alive.” I bite my lip to stop its traitorous quivering and it splits
open again.
Rowan glances at the soaked gauze, sighs, and begins
cleaning my face with his cuff instead. “Then you might’ve died
in the rubble, too.”
“So what? We’re an extinct species anyway. A quarter of us
don’t survive GAEA, and if we do, our prize is a lifetime in a
vacuum.” I shudder. “What kind of existence is that, Rowan?
What would I have missed if I hadn’t come back from that dive
today?”
He pauses, lost for a reply, then leans forward and presses
his mouth to mine. Every natural force I’ve witnessed on Earth
crashes into me: an earthquake rocks my bones, my pulse pounds
like storm surf, every nerve sizzles with electricity as if I’ve been
struck by lightning. De-con chemicals cling to his hair, but
beneath that lies a clean mineral scent, the way I imagine rain
smells. I breathe it in, replacing the stagnant air in my lungs with
his atmosphere. My eyelashes brush his cheek as he pulls away.
He steals a nervous look at me, lips streaked crimson with
my blood. “Sorry, I know that’s against the rules.” Flushed
beneath his bronze cheeks, he tries to slip out of the niche.
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I catch his sleeve. “Haven’t you noticed that I don’t give a
quark about rules?”
Gold dust sparkles in his brown eyes. I move closer and
every detail of him, the topography of an unexplored world,
comes into focus....
...Focus three rows back, where Rowan sits, so that the
hundreds of others around him blur into a tricolored sea.
Scientists’ green lab coats, engineers’ jaunty red jumpsuits, and
the neat blue tunics of the civic division fill every seat beneath
the dome. The inner shell has been retracted and cold polar light
streams into the auditorium, illuminating the weary faces of
humanity’s last survivors. Rowan winks at me. If he makes me
giggle in front of all these people...I bite hard on the insides of
my cheeks and lift my chin a little higher. My uniform helps
maintain the rigid stance. It’s almost new—how often do we
Vator brats have to dress up?—and compared to my usual
jumpsuit, it feels as stiff and artificial as Everest’s biomechanical
exoskeleton. Plastic and metal supports cradle his ancient limbs,
barely noticeable except for the glint beneath his sleeves and the
soft whine of every deliberate movement as he crosses the stage
towards me. Respect for the Colony’s leader imposes a silence so
complete that even his aged voice carries to the far edges of the
room.
“When I began the Genetic Archive of Earth Ancestry, I
knew we could never reclaim the biological diversity we’d lost in
the Schism—too many of the original species were extinct. Still, I
vowed we would not be one of them.” Vibrant green eyes turn to
me: eyes the color of forests, eyes that saw Earth before
Sporespread. No one on the Colony has eyes like that anymore.
“I hoped only to find enough viable organisms to further the
terraforming of Mars. But the project has surpassed my greatest
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expectations, thanks in no small part to the efforts of one young
woman. In fifty years of Earth expeditions, no terranaut has
collected more new specimens for GAEA than Lily. Her
dedication and bravery represent the quintessence of our human
spirit that, despite the tragedy that befell our planet, continues to
burn brightly even in the darkness of space.”
Rowan’s expression at that bit of pangyric would normally
make me howl with laughter, but my attention strays to the front
row. Sunbeams ignite the silver strands in Juniper’s dark hair
like icy comet tails. But that’s the only glow in her features.
There’s no pride or affection as she looks towards the stage, only
a faint smirk. Her eyebrow cocks the way it does when cells on a
growth plate behave exactly the way she predicted.
I gnaw my cheeks harder, not against a smile, but against a
scream. All the other divers’ parents lavish them with hugs just
for stepping off the shuttle alive. Even Rowan’s bleary-eyed
father always manages to show up and ruffle his son’s hair as if
he were five instead of fifteen. I save the Goddard-damned
Colony and all I get is a smug look. A tremor begins deep in my
body, threatening to shatter my composure. Damn my stars if I’m
going to break here, in front of her and everyone else. I lift my
gaze to the transparent dome. A blue jewel hangs in Luna’s
black, airless sky. If only Earth’s gravity could capture me from
here! I’d shatter the roof of this lunarcrete prison and hurtle into
our old homeworld, a brief, glorious blaze in the darkness....
...Darkness intensifies every sound in the dormitory. Beneath
the omnipresent hum of the Vator’s machinery, sleeping bags
rustle as their occupants writhe in the communal insomnia of
loss. Holly’s persistent weeping hangs over it all. Whatever
tranquilizer Azalea gave her wasn’t a high enough dose. Every
muffled sob peels away a bit of me, and images creep into the
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cracks: rubble smeared with blood; pulling Magnolia free,
scraped and screaming; and beside her a misshapen diver’s
uniform oozing pulp....
A shadow creeps down the aisle and alights on Holly’s bunk.
Magnolia’s voice murmurs the kind of useless comforts I’d tried
to use on her earlier, except I don’t know how to do that sort of
thing. How could I? They don’t teach that in terranaut training,
and no one ever stroked my hair and told me lies. Careful not to
jostle Rowan’s bunk beneath mine, I climb down and stalk out of
the dorm. Blue track lights scroll over my ankles, sapphire
shackles that follow me all the way to the ready room.
I find my locker by memory in the dimness and pull on my
mask. I leave the protective gear hanging—if I’m going to be
branded a rebel, I might as well earn the label. Warnings in faded
Hanzi, Cyrillic, and Latin characters glare over the airlock door:
WARNING: IMPROPER USE OF AIRLOCK MAY LEAD
TO SPACE EXPOSURE AND DEATH. DO NOT ATTEMPT
TO EXIT AIRLOCK UNTIL ATMOSPHERIC CYCLING IS
COMPLETE. EXITING AIRLOCK WITHOUT PROPER
EQUIPMENT MAY BE FATAL.
Is that what people worried about before Sporespread? We
should update the signs:
WARNING: IMPROPER USE OF GENETICALLY
ENGINEERED SUPER-CROPS MAY LEAD TO
EMERGENCE OF A TRANSGENIC FUNGUS AND DEATH
OF THE HUMAN SPECIES. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO EXIT
PLANET UNTIL TERRAFORMING OF NEW WORLD IS
COMPLETE. EXITING GAEA WITHOUT PROPER
RESIGNATION MAY BE FATAL.
Crossing the stark moonlit platform, I retrieve my specimen
pack from the quad and feed its sample containers into the
dropbox. The familiar ritual feels strange without the glare of
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sunset in my eyes and chatter of other divers swapping
exaggerated stories in the de-con line. The machine swallows
each vessel with a greedy snap, extracting digital genetic
blueprints from each delicate leaf or bone fragment. It’s a sick
parallel to what we endure: GAEA chews us up to see what
we’re made of.
“Forget something?”
My head snaps around so quickly it cricks my neck—over
the churning apparatus, I didn’t hear the airlock doors groan
open a second time. Rowan stands in full gear a few meters
away, holding my boots.
“You didn’t even suit up!” he exclaims. “Good Goddard, are
you crazy?”
“I just came to get my specimens.” Another vial disappears
into the maw. “If one of these turns out to be key in terraforming,
maybe Ivy won’t have died for nothing.”
Rowan’s expression softens. “It’s not your fault, Lil. Ivy isn’t
the first one of us to die that way.”
“She should be the last.” I deposit the final container and
sling my bag after it. “How many damn samples do we have to
recover before we can go to Mars?”
“Enough where the Colony can stop giving us all stupid
plant names to remember the lost species?” Rowan laughs. “I
don’t know. I guess we have to replace the original gene bank the
Darksiders stole when they left.”
“Darksiders. That’s a stupid story to make kids behave.” I
snort. “Maybe Mars is, too.”
“Don’t say that. You’ve seen the images the bots send back
—there’s spots of green in all that red. It’s just slow.
Terraforming takes time.”
“Clearly. They’ve been at it for more than a century already.”
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Rowan shrugs. “Knowing what a pain in the ass it is to make
a new homeworld, maybe we’ll treat it better than the last one.”
“That won’t be up to you and me—it will never be ready in
our lifetimes.” Saying it aloud tightens my jaw. “We risk our
lives for Mars, but we’ll spend our years on Shackleton Crater.
No more sunrises.”
“Or Spores,” Rowan counters.
“No more oceans.”
“Or rats.”
“No more trees.”
“Or ancient buildings ready to topple over on you.”
Mirthless laughter barks from my throat. “That’s not true.
The Shack is falling apart—it was never meant to provide
permanent housing for hundreds of people.”
“No, but it’s all we’ve got.”
“It will be once we turn sixteen.” The deadline tastes like a
malediction. “Unless we don’t let them ground us.”
“What do you mean?” asks Rowan, watching me with
narrowed eyes.
“Maybe it’s better to die in the wild than live in a cage.” I
curl my bare toes around the platform’s edge. Waves lap against
the side below, oil rainbows swirling like miniature galaxies on
the surface. Spray mists my gloveless hands, as if the sea wants
to wash away the day’s gruesome duties ingrained in my skin. I
yank down my jumpsuit zipper.
“What are you doing?” Rowan yelps.
“Sunbathing, what does it look like?” I roll my eyes. “Going
for a swim, crater-brain.”
“That water is filthy! And since when do you even know
how to swim? The most liquid we ever get in one place is the decon shower.”
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“It can’t be much different than paddling around in
microgravity on GEO.”
“There’s about as much ozone here as there is on GEO, too.”
He tries to tug the sleeves back over my shoulders. “Human
DNA is in short supply already. Don’t go warping yours with a
massive dose of solar radiation.”
“It’s nighttime. The ultraviolet levels won’t be high enough
to hurt me.” I push him away and shed the worn outfit like a
chrysalis. Damp breeze twines around my limbs, raising the fine
hairs on my skin. Rowan turns away, as if we haven’t seen each
other and the rest of our teammates naked a hundred times in the
ready room. Without belt loops, there’s no place to secure my
filter canister, so I hold it in my hand. The indicator shows
bright, fresh green. Green means go. The wind tears Rowan’s cry
from my ears as I drop into an oncoming swell. Formless power
surges around me. I scull frantically with my legs, trying to hold
the canister over my head as water seeps under my mask strap
and into my hair.
Rowan kneels on the platform’s edge, teeth bared in an
anxious grimace. “You okay?”
“Talk about records! I’m the first person...to swim...in the
Pacific...for a hundred years!” I laugh at up the moon, at all the
people trapped in their sterile domes. The waterline slides from
waist to ribs to collarbone. I’m sinking, despite the frantic efforts
of my limbs. A wave sweeps me back towards the platform with
impatient force, the way Juniper used to lift me aside when I
toddled into the wrong parts of her lab. Chunks of plastic debris
form a bobbing barrier between me and the wall. I knock them
aside, but the platform still rises a meter over my head. It didn’t
look so far from above!
“Who’s the crater-brain now?” Rowan drops onto his
stomach and reaches down towards me. Kicking as hard as I can,
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I hook my nails into his palm. He grunts in pain, but grasps my
slippery wrist with his other hand and hauls me up dripping.
“You should have come!” I gasp. Water flows off me and
puddles at my feet—I am a thundercloud, a waterfall, a broken
dam.
“Then who would get you out of trouble?” mutters Rowan,
trying to dry me with his sleeves. “I don’t mind breaking some of
the rules, Lil, but not the ones that are supposed to keep you
alive.”
“I feel plenty alive.” The words come out in pieces as my
teeth start to chatter. Shivering, I lay down on the deck and soak
in its retained heat like a reptile. Rowan sprawls out beside me.
Above us, the Milky Way’s lavender banner unfurls across the
stars with Luna as its ghostly sigil.
“It looks so much prettier from here,” I murmur. “You’d
never think it was just lifeless grey dust.”
“It’s not lifeless—there are four hundred people crammed
into the Shack,” Rowan reminds me.
“Four hundred and two, soon.” I pause. “What do you think
you’ll do when you get grounded?”
He shrugs. “I’ll probably end up a low-level engineer like
my old man, maintaining the solar arrays and brewing industrialstrength liquor out in the machine hangar.” He chuckles without
much humor. “I haven’t ranked high enough as a terranaut to
qualify for any of the really good apprenticeships. Not like you
—you’ll be able to get any position you want.”
“Are you kidding? I’ll have even less choice than you.
Juniper might as well have engineered me to replace her as Chief
Geneticist.”
“Technically she engineered all of us. She does oversee the
repro lab.”
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“She only meddled with your genes,” I mutter. “With me,
she got to meddle with my mind, too.”
“You’ve got the best mind on the Vator. No one can identify
and analyze species like you do,” says Rowan, combing back the
damp hair plastered over my mask. “Damned if I know why you
let a crater-brain like me hold you back.”
“Because you’re the one thing I don’t have to analyze.”
He smiles. “Maybe that’s why Juniper doesn’t like me
hanging around.”
“It doesn’t matter who she likes,” I tell him fiercely.
“It will when you’re her apprentice.”
Implications linger in the air like the warm pressure of his
kiss lingers on my mouth. My mind spools out the future like a
neat DNA sequence: my lab schedule always conflicting with
Rowan’s duty hours; barbed remarks from Juniper about
priorities and discipline; and if I defy her, a word in Everest’s ear
reassigning Rowan to the orbit station. Or worse, to the helium-3
prospecting crew, venturing onto the moon’s dark side for
resource surveys that always seem to end with someone dead in
a crater. My heart flattens against my spine. Once we leave
Earth, it’ll be nearly impossible for us to be friends. Or anything
else.
I glance at Rowan and find he’s already watching me with
sober eyes—he knows it, too. “Is that why you kissed me?” I
whisper.
“Nah, it just seemed like the quickest way to get the blood
off your face.”
I punch his shoulder and grin for the first time all day. “Then
I’ll have to get hurt more often.”
Laughing, he slides an arm under my shoulders. “That would
be counter-productive. Rules or no rules, I can’t kiss you in the
med-bed.”
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“I’d rather end up like Ivy than be locked in that thing
again.” I shiver, and this time it has nothing to do with the
temperature. “And the Shack is no better—just another sterile
pod.”
“You’d rather live in this?” Rowan pulls a chip of plastic
junk from my hair.
“Wouldn’t you?” I trace a new constellation with his profile
against the starfield. Luna’s ghost hangs reflected in his eyes....
...Eyes, staring at me as mine open. A hoarse yelp escapes
my throat, catecholamines rushing into my blood. Eyes were the
last thing I saw before it all went dark. But these aren’t predatory
yellow eyes. They’re warm brown, speckled with gold and worry.
My pulse eases. Somewhere nearby a heart rate monitor slows
its rhythmic beeps in synchrony.
Words feel clumsy on a tongue dry with sedatives. “Did I get
it?”
Rowan snorts. “It got you. You’re lucky Magnolia’s good
with first aid—you hardly had any blood left when she brought
you back.” His voice seems muffled, his face oddly blurred. I
blink a few times to clear my vision and recognize the
transparent lid of the med-bed between us, sealing me inside the
surgical capsule. Claustrophobia wraps its thorny tendrils
around my brain stem.
“How long have I been in here?” I ask.
“Long enough to get your arm reassembled.”
I raise my head—the only part of my body I can move with
relative autonomy, since restraints on my ankles and wrists
secure me to the bed’s molded plastic surface—and peer down
my left arm. Gooey pink culture medium coats it from shoulder to
thumb, cradling sheets of freshly printed skin. Puckered stitches
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ring my deltoid. Slim robotic appendages dart out of the bed’s
sides to tend four angry gouges across my ribs.
“Was it at least a new specimen?”
“Of course. You’re the first one suicidal enough to get
samples from a live coywolf.” Rowan pauses. “Zay says you
broke the record.”
I catch my breath and cough on the sharp scent of
disinfectants. “Really?”
He gives a curt nod, nostrils flared. Residual drugs make my
brain feel sluggish—I can’t assess why he’s upset.
“You can’t be jealous, Ro. You said before you wanted me to
break it.”
“By digging roots and catching beetles, not chasing down a
Goddard-damned predator!”
“I didn’t chase it. I went into an old building looking for
lichens and found its den.”
“And you couldn’t pass up the chance, could you?” Rowan
shoves a hand through his hair in exasperation. “I don’t see how
vermin’s genetic sequences will help us terraform a new planet.”
“We don’t know what’s useful until we find it. That’s the
point.”
“Is it? I was starting to think the point was getting yourself
killed.” Is it just dents in the plastic, or are there tears in his
eyes? “It’s not like you have to worry about landing a good gig
on Luna. You’re already so far up the leaderboard no one will
ever catch you, locked in to train as Chief Geneticist.”
“My lifelong dream—to be my mother’s protégé.” I let
sarcasm drip like the tube flowing into my arm. “Because being
her daughter has never been good enough.”
“Is that what you’re really chasing?” asks Rowan softly.
The bitter laugh scrapes my throat. “Go ahead, say it. Deep
down I’m just a damaged little kid who never got loved.”
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He looks at me, long and level. “Maybe not by Juniper.”
My chest aches deeper than the claw wounds. Flexing my
hand in its cuff, I press my fingertips to the hatch. Rowan
matches his against them—inches away, a universe apart.
“Get me out of here, Ro,” I whisper. “I can’t stand cages.”
The heart rate monitor chitters again, sensing my distress.
“I know,” he says, sounding pained. “But you’ll be free
soon.”
“Yeah, because I’ll pull out all these Goddard-damned tubes
and—.”
“No. Because this it not how you want to go.” A soft corona
forms around Rowan’s face. The IV must be pumping some new
cocktail through my veins. The careful wall between my mind
and mouth dissolves.
“Then stay with me, so I have a reason to open my eyes
again....”
“....Again?” Rowan throws down his tile in disgust. It
bounces across the scratched canteen table and lands plink on the
floor. “Why do I still play with you?”
I sweep aside our tessellation to reset the game board.
“Because I’m the only person on the Vator who can beat you.”
“After spotting all those new species, it’s easy to spot a few
cheating moves,” says Azalea, coming up behind me. The
amusement in her voice evaporates when she rests a hand on the
back of my stool. “Lily, can I talk to you?”
“I’m counting the tiles when I come back to see how many
you’ve stashed in your pockets,” I tell Rowan, and swing myself
off the seat. My cavalier delivery doesn’t match my knotted
insides. This is it. They’re going to offload me on the next
ascent. I follow the dive coordinator around the inside of the
Vator’s hull, cataloging all the details I’ll never see again:
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fingerprints on the portholes; terranauts’ graffiti sketched on the
wall panels; a glint of tarnished chrome accents from the days
when the Vator was the jewel of human technological
achievement, linking Earth to the universe. Now it’s just a
ramshackle ferry for brats pillaging genetic relics from a ruined
plane, fallen as low as the species that built it.
Azalea leads me into the small comm room that serves as her
office and drops into the operator’s chair, leaving me to stand
penitent in front of her. For a moment she just studies me, like
she’s still an elite Hunter and I’m a mangy scavenger on the
wrong end of her Hummingbird. I brace myself for words that
will sicken me worse than any sonic beam.
“Well, you’ll need a new team.”
“I—what?”
“Ivy’s gone, and Magnolia’s too shaken to dive again
anytime soon. Maybe ever—she might be going home early. It
happens sometimes with sensitive ones.”
“But....” I swallow hard. “I went off the map.”
“All the more reason you need two good Hunters protecting
your ass.”
“No, I mean...I’m allowed to dive again?” My heart thumps
an erratic victory march against my ribs.
Azalea rolls her eyes. “You’re the top performer in GAEA
history, Lily. You could set the Vator on fire and Everest would
want you back out the next day. I’ve scheduled you to go out
tomorrow.”
“No more weeds,” I tell her. “I told you before not to trust
me with weeds.”
“No weeds,” she confirms. “You’re going with Violet and
Rowan.”
“Three vets on one team? That’s against protocol.” I can’t
suppress a smirk.
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“It’s just temporary until I can rework the rosters. If the
Council doesn’t like it, they can shove it.” She huffs, blowing
back her bangs. “Sometimes I think they forget we’re operating
on a planet that’s reverted back to the wild.”
“How could they forget it at all?” I murmur, glancing at one
of the screens behind her. Restless waves glitter on the anchor
platform’s surveillance feed.
Azalea’s tough expression softens, and for the first time I
appreciate her youth. She’s got barely ten years on me, but the
brittleness endemic to the faces of Colony adults makes her seem
much older. “I wish I knew. I became the dive coordinator
because it was the closest I could get to being back,” she says in
a husky voice. “I know you kids love to complain about the heat,
the masks, the crumbling cities. But when you hang up your suit
for the last time, trust me, you’ll miss it. Nothing on Luna ever
makes me feel the way I did out there.” She shoots me a wry
smile. “When you take over for Juniper, maybe you can find a
way to get Earth out of our DNA....”
....DNA sequences draw beautiful colored patterns across the
screen. But the expectant eyes boring into my back aren’t
interested in their visual appeal. A tap of my finger zooms in on a
cluster of base pairs.
“Very good. That’s the segment we’ll replace with succulent
genes,” says Juniper. “One of the terranauts just discovered a
new type that might do.” She hunches over the computer and
begins scrolling through the GAEA database.
“How do you know that will make the plant grow better on
Mars?” I ask.
“I don’t. Engineering organisms isn’t like engineering a
shuttle or a solar array, Lily— there’s no precise blueprint. Life
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forms are unpredictable. All we can do is nudge them towards
becoming the best versions of themselves.”
“Wouldn’t it be easier just to develop a vaccine for Spores
and go back to Earth?”
Juniper looks up sharply from the keyboard. “How many
times must I tell you not to use the word Spores?”
“Everyone else calls them that.”
“Everyone else is an imbecile. You know better.” She folds
her arms, the green sleeves of her Colony scientist uniform
poking up from her wrists like serrated leaves. “Recite the
taxonomy.”
Sighing, I rattle off the list. “Kingdom-fungi-phylumascomycota-class-eurotiomycetes- order-eurotiales-family....”
Dammit.
“Trichocomaceae,” Juniper snaps. “Genus Aspergillus. And
what specific species likely mutated into the pathogen that wiped
out the humans on Earth?”
“Fumigatus.” I pick up one of the culture plates on the
laboratory counter. Feathery fractals of mold bloom inside. “If
we know so much about it, why didn’t they cure it?”
“It killed everyone too quickly for that.” Juniper’s grimace
might almost be mistaken for empathy. “And now we don’t have
enough wild type examples for research.”
“What’s a wild type?”
“The phenotypic form of a species as it occurs in nature, as
opposed to mutants or selectively bred varieties. Wild types are
what you’ll collect when you start diving for GAEA next year.
Studying wild type Aspergillus would help us determine why the
transgenic type is so deadly, and maybe help us treat it. But the
terranauts haven’t found any non-engineered strains on Earth,
and the Darksiders stole our entire seed bank when they left.”
“I’ll find you a new sample,” I promise.
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Juniper arches an eyebrow at me. “Then you’re going to
need a lot more discipline.”
“What do you mean? I earn top marks in class every
quarter!”
“And when you’re not in class, you’re sneaking out for
surface walks and joyriding on the regolith harvesters.”
Heat rushes through my face. “You know about that?”
“The engineers thought those mysterious footprints on the
crater rim were proof the Darksiders are still alive, until they
found your spent tanks stashed in the airlock.” Juniper sniffs.
“That Rowan is a poor influence.”
“It was my idea, he just came with me.”
“Even worse. You’ll never accomplish anything on Earth
with that careless attitude.” Her disapproving look lances
through me.
My fingers curl as if I can fight off embarrassment with fists.
I don’t have the right weapon for this lifetime war of wills...do I?
“I can be disciplined, like you,” I vow through my teeth. “Wait
and see, I’ll Gather more species than anyone ever.”
“I expect nothing less.” Juniper tilts up my chin, almost
affectionate, her gloved fingers smooth and cool...
...Cool pre-dawn air slips under the yawning airlock door to
caress my cheek. Two dozen terranauts, hopped up on stims and
natural adrenaline, march out in a clatter of boots and armor. We
divide mitotically at the quad docks, climbing aboard in trios.
Holly boards the vehicle next to mine. Floodlight glare turns her
eyes to pools of white-hot hatred. Her small hands clench around
her Hummingbird, and my fingers stretch towards the specimen
knife at my belt. The scab on my lower lip throbs.
“Where are we going today, captain?” Rowan asks me,
maneuvering between us. His boisterous tone hides the click as
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he disengages the safety on his gun. Behind him, Holly’s new
teammates urge her into the quad. I can’t read their expressions
under their masks, but there’s a distinct stiffness in their
shoulders when they turn away.
“Let’s take it easy on this one, all right?” Rowan murmurs in
my ear as we strap into the worn seats. “No deep city crawls or
far coast expeditions.” The instrument panel’s glow paints his
face in alternating shades of green and blue. Having him next to
me, I feel less tense than I normally do on dives, like there’s an
invisible safety harness around me.
“I guess we could just poke around the old wildfire zone,” I
say. “There’s always new plants growing through the ashes.”
He bangs his skull back against the headrest in dismay. “I
say easy, she says wildfires. Quark me....”
“I want to go back to your last site,” Violet pipes up from the
third chair.
“Why? To stare at the bloodstains on the pavement?” I snap.
“Yes,” she said bluntly. She secures her harness with a
stubborn snap and meets my gaze unflinching. “Maybe then I’ll
understand why Maggie is so Goddard-damned shaken and I can
help her.”
I pull up my navigation screen, turn off the autopilot, and set
a new course. Self-loathing gnaws at me. I wish I were punching
in these coordinates because I want to help Magnolia. But there
are dozens of new species lurking in that sodden city that no
ones has Gathered, and I’m as programmed as the blasted quad.
WARNING: COORDINATES ARE OUTSIDE BASE’S
EFFECTIVE SCANNING RANGE. COMMUNICATION MAY
BE UNAVAILABLE.
If only I could override my brain with the tap of a key, the
way I do the computer alerts! Rotors roar awake above the hull.
The platform falls away beneath us and the fleet disperses across
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he sky. A few hours of flight time catches us up with the sun.
Sleepy light limns the horizon, outlining an isthmus city halfswallowed by grey water. I drop altitude, dodging grimy
skyscrapers draped with moss—no species I recognize, I’ll have
to Gather a bit of it—and land on a swath of cracked pavement.
Buildings block the sunrise, making the street level dim.
Violet flicks on her headlamp. “So where did it happen?”
I nod up the avenue. We move out in a standard formation,
me with my pack and knife buffered by Hunters. Violet takes
vanguard, Rowan the rear, striding a pace behind my shoulder.
The familiar cadence of his footsteps makes the landscape a little
less foreign. What would it be like to explore this place together
without worrying about specimens or filter time?
We traipse downhill towards the restless sound until we
reach a heap of rubble licked with grey foam.
“Must’ve been a hospital,” says Rowan, turning over a piece
of plaster. A poster still clings to one side. I can just make out the
letters:
ONLY YOU CAN HELP CONTAIN THE ASPERGILLUS
OUTBREAK! IF YOU EXPERIENCE ANY OF THESE
SYMPTOMS—COUGHING UP BLOOD, FEVER AND
CHILLS, TROUBLE BREATHING— REPORT TO THE
NEAREST MEDICAL FACILITY IMMEDIATELY FOR
TREATMENT!
“Treatment.” I snort. “More like quarantine.”
“Not that it did any good,” says Violet, sweeping her light
over the old bones scattered through the bricks. “Dozens of
people must’ve died in here.”
“Only one recently.” I pick over the bleached concrete. Rain
has rinsed the cement clean, but I don’t need gore to remember
the spot. “Ivy’s still in there. I couldn’t free what was left of her.
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Took me hours to dig out Magnolia as it was. She wouldn’t stop
screaming, and the scavengers came to the smell of blood....”
It comes to me again as I bite through the scab on my lip.
Rowan lays a hand on my back and I don’t have to say any more.
Violet unslings her Hummingbird with a sigh. “We’d better
get her out, then.” Bracing the stock against her shoulder, she
unleashes a sonic beam at the wall. She thumbs the frequency
dial until the stones quiver, then shatter in a cloud of chips and
dust.
“Nice trick,” I tell her, impressed in spite of myself. “Who
taught you that?”
“Alder.”
It takes me a moment to connect the name with the stocky
boy who’d trained Hunters when I was a weed. He'd been
grounded before my first year was up. He and Violet still palled
around on the Shack whenever we got Luna leave.
“He’ll go nova when I tell him I used it. He can brag to his
new girlfriend Fern about what a good coach he was.” The smile
fades from Violet’s normally cheerful face, replaced with grim
duty. “I’ll skip this part, though.” She collects the pieces of Ivy
and arranges them tenderly on higher ground. Her headlamp
makes her a bright satellite orbiting steadily in the gloom.
“What are you doing?” I ask.
“Burying her. There’s not enough left to take back for
recycling, but at least a rock pile will keep the rats away. Maybe
knowing that will make Maggie feel a little less awful.”
Rowan helps her move a few larger blocks. “Halley smokes,
what a lousy way to die.”
“At least it’s quicker than wasting away on Luna.” I examine
in the fresh, dark soil revealed in the cairn-building. Could wild
type Aspergillus still exist here? Pulling a sample container from
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my pack, I fill it with dirt: with heavy metals,
microplastics....and maybe a granule of hope.
Just not for me.
I hold up the vial against the sky and it shines parallel to the
iconic metal tower. There’s something stubborn about the
structure, like a defiant middle finger extended towards the
cosmos. I’m halfway down the street before I realize my boots
are moving. Opaque water laps onto the macadam. The road
stops. I don’t.
“Haven’t you had enough swimming?” Rowan groans.
“It’s not that deep.” I move my filter from belt to breastplate,
just in case, and wade out into the chilly sound. It’s different than
the ocean—lugubrious, striated with thin nervous waves. How
can the same substance have two such divergent natures? “And
you don’t have to come with me.”
“Says the sun to its satellite.” He plows in, hissing at the
cold. We travel a slow, soggy block and the canyon opens into a
flat expanse of water. The needle juts from its center.
“Looks like a model of the Vator.” Rowan echoes my
thoughts from the last visit. “Except way too short for space.”
“Maybe that’s not what they were trying to reach.”
Only one pane remains in the grimy glass facade. I think I
prefer my reflection this way, dark and indistinct. Rowan’s image
appears beside mine, two gritty specters against the smudges of
skyline behind us. A few rats as long as my arm screech at our
intrusion—Rowan pegs them with the Hummingbird, leaving a
trail of furry lumps floating in the dank water.
We find the stairs and ascend. I count every step with a wet
squelch in my boots.A circle of shattered windows greets us on
the observation deck. I duck through an empty frame and step
onto bare bleached metal. Streets radiate in a crumbling grid a
hundred and fifty meters below.
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“You could’ve had this view from the quad,” says Rowan.
Morning’s first rays gild his dark hair.
“I’m tired of seeing the world through a bubble,” I mutter,
leaning on the rail that seems held together with a century of
accreted bird droppings. My eyes soak in the smoldering horizon
and the rugged purple face of a mountain shrouded in snow.
“Don’t you ever think about it, Ro? What it would be like to
sleep on grass, eat some food that isn’t algae bars, run as far as
you want without worrying about your filter burning out?”
“That filter is the only thing between your lungs and the
Spores,” he reminds me. “If you take it off to do all that stuff,
you’ll get red-ringed. Do you want to get gassed in a de-con pod
that jettisons your corpse? Because that’s what would happen
when you went back.”
“Why go back at all? I could just stay here.”
“You’d still be infected. You’d die.”
“Not before I got to live. A few weeks here would be more
exciting than a whole lifetime on the Shack.” I jab a finger at the
wafer of Luna overhead, dissolving in the dawn.
“And then the fever, the bloody coughs, hacking up your
own lungs....” Rowan shudders.
“It wouldn’t have to get that far.”
He tucks a wind-tangled lock of hair back into my mask
strap. “Then you’ll have to cut both our throats when the time
comes, because I could never do it to you.”
“I’d rather go together.” I nod towards the sound. Sunlight
transforms its surface into a glittering mosaic. “Water didn’t
seem like such a bad end. We can just swim out and see how far
we get. Dark and quiet, like space.”
“We’re going to die in space anyway,” he says slowly,
catching on at last.
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I cup my hands behind his neck and draw our foreheads
together. The flexible plastic masks bounce off one other. “And
before we do, I want to know what you taste like in air and
sunlight, not rust and blood.”
His hands don’t even shake as he hooks them under his mask
strap. I catch them, hold them tight. “Not today. Not with Violet
here. We’ll plan it out like any other dive, make sure we can slip
away from our teams without getting caught or hurting anyone.”
“And meet back here?”
I nod. “Now we’ve seen the sunrise, I want to see the sunset
too. We’ll rendezvous here and make it our first night on Earth.”
“A night on Earth.” A tiny shiver runs through his body. “No
one’s slept out here for a century.”
“You won’t be alone.”
He smiles. “Deal.” Sliding the specimen knife from my belt,
he carves our names and the date into the wall behind us. “Now
it’s official. We’re part of Earth.”
“We always have been.” I turn over his palm and trace the
fine blue veins peeking between his glove and cuff. “A century
of desperate genetic revision hasn’t stolen that from our blood.
Somewhere in that sequence there’s still a little of the wild type.”
He pulls me close. I can just hear the heartbeat under his
armor, keeping mine in time. Sunlight bleeds over the water and
skims my cheek with a distant promise of warmth....
...Warmth in the damp air, so different from the rest of the
Shack’s cold habitats, seems almost as exotic as the tang of
chlorophyll in my lungs. Leaves bob high above our six-year-old
heads as we trail our teacher through the greenhouse rows. His
voice filters back to me:
“And this one works with bacteria to fix nitrogen in the soil.
It’s going to help other plants grow on Mars. Isn’t that exciting?”
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Not as exciting as this lush new landscape. Mars is millions
of kilometers away, and there’s a whole world to explore right
here. Rowan marches ahead of me. His ears stick out a little,
pink in the humid atmosphere. I lean forward and whisper:
“Let’s play terranauts!”
He grins over his shoulder at me. We slip out of line and into
the jungle.
“I’ll be the captain,” I tell him,“so you have to follow....”
...Follow the same route through the streets, across the
shallow lake, and up the gusty stairs to the needle’s deck. No sun
blinds me at the top this time. Dense clouds cover the sky and a
fine persistent mist speckles my armor. I pull off my glove and
run my hand over the carving Rowan left in the wall, reassuring
myself it’s still there. He’ll be here soon, and then I can take off
more than my gloves. Glancing down from the dizzy height, I
picture flinging my mask and armor into the water.
“Not long now,” I murmur, tapping the rubbery tip of my
mask. I settle under the inscription and amuse myself planning
the last few weeks of my life. Once Rowan arrives and we toss
our gear, I want a proper swim. Then we’ll have to find some
food—my nutrient shots wore off hours ago and my stomach is
already growling—but there are plenty of Mytilidae encrusting
the bricks near the waterline. We’ll probably want to cook them.
I’ve only seen fire twice in my life, and both times someone
dragged me away from the enthralling amber flames before the
Shack’s environmental control system sealed off the room and
sucked out all the oxygen. But how hard can it be to start one? It
might even keep predators away through the night so we can
sleep in peace, curled up together without Azalea hauling us
apart: “I don’t care how many nightmares you have, you stay in
your own Goddard-damned bunk, that’s the rule....”
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Pattering in the stairwell wakes me. I must’ve drifted off.
Already losing your edge, Lily, but it hardly matters now. I scrub
at my eyes and peer around the door.
“About time, Ro, I was starting to think you—.”
A massive rat bares its yellow teeth at me. I flash my knife at
the thing and it scurries back down the steps, hissing. Rowan
isn’t there. I stand, wincing at the stiffness in my body. How long
have I been asleep? The sky remains unreadable, but several
shades darker. Evening slipped in with the fog.
“He should be here by now,” I murmur to a passing Laridae.
“Something’s wrong. He got hurt, or his team ran into trouble,
or....”
Or he changed his mind. Cold horror crawls down my back.
No. He followed me through the greenhouse, across the bare
sun-soaked rim of Shackleton Crater, to the top of this rickety
tower. Why would a little thing like death scare him after all
we’ve survived together?
“He promised!” I yell at the bird. My mask reflects the
words back against my mouth, sound waves tingling like
Rowan’s kiss. The gull sneers at me, points its yellow beak
south, and glides away. Maybe I should follow. It would be dark
before I retraced the kilometers back to the quad, but at least I’d
have a chance. As long as my filter holds....I glance down at the
canister and my stomach inverts. A black halo is already seeping
into the indicator’s orange core. Even if my new team is still
waiting, I’d never make it back before inhaling deadly Spores.
My last sunset will be the ring of red lights in the de-con pod.
Blood taints my mouth as I bite my still-tender lip in dismay. I’m
going to die.
But I can still die my way. Clenching my eyes shut, I tear the
mask off my head. A thousand mingled flavors rush into my
lungs: the mineral profile of water and stone, underlaid with rich
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dank notes of organic matter, all seasoned with a salty breeze.
Which taste is the sea? Which one is Spores? I could spend days
classifying all the elements. None of this would fit in a specimen
vial! The decorated mask strap—all the doodled flowers and
bugs, my lifetime achievements inscribed on a few centimeters
of plastic—crumples at my feet. The brief, fascinated euphoria
dissolves with my exhale. I should be sharing this.
Drawing a breath that spreads through every vein, I scream
his name across the dead city. My voice sounds alien in my own
ears: huge without a mask or habitat to contain it, and completely
insignificant as it fades into the ruins. No echo. No answer. No
Rowan. Droplets too warm for rain slide down my face. I don’t
even bother to wipe them away. There’s no one to see me
anyway. I have the whole Goddard-damned planet to myself.
A distant keening rises on the wind—a coywolf’s howl deep
in the maze of empty streets. The raw, lonesome sound resonates
in my ribs. I touch the old claw scars on my arm, and suddenly
the cry seems more than just mournful. It’s defiant, an
affirmation of surviving another day and a challenge to the
coming night.
Wind dries my cheeks as fast as the tears can fall. Gripping
the rail, I survey my evanescent domain. “Let them abandon us
for a dead world,” I murmur to the spreading shadows. “You and
me, Earth, have a little more life in us yet.”
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Author’s Note
Thank you for taking an Earth dive with me in this
prequel story. The characters of Wild Type return in the
Syzygy hexalogy. Available in print and digital formats, the
complete edition includes all six installments of the original
novella series:
Part I: Transient Phenomena
Part II: Opposition Effect
Part III: Retrograde Motion
Part IV: Escape Velocity
Part V: Red Shift
Part VI: Right Ascension

